We study a two-level contact process. We think of fleas living on a species of animals. The animals are a supercritical contact process in Z d . The contact process acts as the random environment for the fleas. The fleas do not affect the animals, give birth at rate µ when they are living on a host animal, and die at rate δ when they do not have a host animal. The main result is that if the contact process is supercritical and the fleas survive with a positive probability then the complete convergence theorem holds. This is done using a block construction, so as a corollary we conclude that the fleas die out at their critical value.
Introduction
In formulating our model, we think about a population of animals with fleas that do not harm the animals living on them. There are four states for each site in the lattice Z d : 0, 1, 2 and 3. 0 means the site is empty, while 1 means it is occupied by an animal with no fleas; 2 means the site is occupied by fleas without an animal, and 3 = 1 + 2 indicates an animal with fleas. At time t, the state of our process is ζ t : Z d → {0, 1, 2, 3}. We also use the notations A t = {x ∈ Z d : ζ t (x) = 1 or ζ t (x) = 3} (sites occupied by animals) and B t = {x ∈ Z d : ζ t (x) = 2 or ζ t (x) = 3} (sites occupied by fleas). Let n i (t, x) be the number of nearest neighbors of x in state i at time t. The transition rates in the model are:
0 → 1 at rate λ(n 1 + n 3 ), 2 → 3 at rate λ(n 1 + n 3 ), 1 → 0 at rate 1, 3 → 2 at rate 1, 1 → 3 at rate µn 3 , 2 → 0 at rate δ.
The first row correspond to the birth of animals and the second row to deaths of animals. The third row gives the birth and death rates of fleas. Notice that only fleas with an animal (a site in state 3) can give birth to a nearby site in state 1, and that fleas die only when they do not have a host (state 2). A number of similar systems have been studied previously. Lanchier and Neuhauser [6, 7 ] studied a stochastic model with hosts that can be infected by a "symbiont" which may be a parasite that decreases their reproduction rates, or a mutalist that increases it. In general there may be several species of hosts and several species of symbionts in the system and one is interested in conditions that allow the symbionts to survive or for competing species to coexist. Motivated by ecology, they considered the situation of symbionts that are generalists (infect all hosts) or specialists (only infect one) and they proved a number of results about the phase diagram of the model. Later Durrett and Lanchier [5] studied the case of a species with a specialist symbiont competing with an uninfected host.
A few years later Lanchier and Zhang [8] , who were motivated by simulations and numerical results of Court et al [2] studied the stacked contact process, in which each site can be in state 0 = vacant, 1 = occupied by an uninfected host, or 2 = occupied by an infected host. The transition rates in the model are the following: 0 → 1 at rate λ 1 n 1 , 1 → 0 at rate 1 0 → 2 at rate λ 1 n 2 , 2 → 0 at rate 1, 1 → 2 at rate λ 2 n 2 , 2 → 1 at rate δ.
In words, the first two rows say that birth rates of individuals are not affected by their infection status, while the third row gives the rate at which infection is transferred to uninfected neighbors, or that individuals lose their infection. Note that, in contrast to our model, infected individuals give birth to infecteds. The papers mentioned above focus on showing the existence of phase transition and giving bounds on critical values. Here, we will show that the fleas can survive if they infect neighbors at a large enough rate (Theorem 1), but our focus is on proving that the complete convergence theorem holds whenever the fleas have positive probability of survival. Our methods are inspired by a paper of Remenik [10] , who considered a model introduced earlier by Broman [1] . In this system there are three states 1 = occupied, 0 = vacant but habitable, and −1 = uninhabitable or "blocked." Occupied sites and vacant sites become blocked at rate α, and blocked sites become empty habitable sites at rate αδ. The unblocked sites follow a rule similar to the contact process. The phase transition was studied in the paper, and sufficient conditions for survival and extinction were presented. The paper then used a block construction similar to the one described in Section I.2 of Liggett's book [9] to show the complete convergence theorem holds for the model.
At the same time Remenik did his work, Steif and Warfheimer [11] studied the contact process in a varying environment in which each site has an environment that can be good (1) or bad (0) and changes state according to a two state Markov chain independent of the state of the contact process. The death rate of individuals in the contact process δ i depend on the state of the environment but in either environment individuals give birth onto vacant sites at a constant rate. They also use a block construction similar to the one described in Liggett's book, but they use it to conclude that the contact process in their varying environment dies out at the critical value.
In our system the animals create an environment in which the fleas try to survive, but the dynamics of our environment are given by the contact process rather than a two-state Markov chain so the situation is more complicated than the ones studied in [10] and [11] . Since the animals do not feel the presence of the fleas, it is natural to start the process with the animals distributed according to the "upper invariant measure" of the contact process, i.e., the limit starting from all sites occupied, which is known to be the only nontrivial stationary state for the process. As for the fleas, we want them to occupy a finite number of sites at time 0. Suppose U ⊂ Z d . Let P U denote the initial condition where the host animals are in the upper invariant measure, and we put fleas on every site in U ⊂ Z d . Let ν 0 be the points mass on ≡ 0 and ν 1 be the upper invariant measure of the contact process of the animals.
Section 2 describes the construction of our model and the dual process. We describe the block construction in Section 3. We follow the path through a comparison with the twodimensional oriented percolation. Since our model is very different from the contact process, we work from scratch and prove that the block construction works for our model in a similar way as in [4] .
The finite space-time blocks we use in the construction are important tools. They are inspired by the block construction for the contact process. The block events are guaranteed by active paths in the graphical representation. We focus on these active paths connecting the blocks in space-time. If the fleas spread quickly enough, then we get active paths of the fleas that connect the blocks in space-time. Since the size of the block and the number of active paths are finite, if the birth rate of fleas is sufficiently large, we have the fleas paths with a high probability. Thus we have the comparison with a two-dimensional oriented percolation and the following theorem. The upper invariant measure of our process with animals and fleas is denoted by ν 2 . To define it, we introduce the following partial order on the set {0, 1, 2, 3} Z d . Suppose we have two configurations ζ 1 and ζ 2 :
Our process has the monotonicity property: Given two initial configurations ζ Z d → R, where "increasing" refers to the partial order we just introduced. Let µ t be the distribution of the process at time t, and let µ 0 be all 3's. Then µ s ≤ µ 0 , since µ 0 is the largest measure on {0, 1, 2, 3} Z d . Thus, µ t+s ≤ µ t for t, s > 0, or µ t is stochastically decreasing in t. It follows from the compactness of the set of probability measures on {0, 1, 2, 3} Z d that the limiting distribution
exists. This is the upper invariant measure. We need to extend time to −∞ so that the block construction applies to the dual process as well. We then choose a large T and simultaneously run the forward process and the dual process B T s . We keep track of the block events for both processes, and let them meet at time T /2. We show that they intersect with a high probability if T is large and they both survive. That result implies the following complete convergence theorem. 
2 Preliminaries
Graphical representation
The graphical representation is a useful tool for studying particle systems. We will now describe our graphical representation and use it to construct a dual process. We start by introducing the graphical representation of the basic contact process A t . We create Poisson processes α x,y (t) and β x (t) for all choices of x and y. Let α x,y (t), the birth processes have rate λ, and let the β x (t), death processes have rate 1, and they are mutually independent. Whenever an arrival of α x,y (t) occurs, we put an arrow from (x, t) to (y, t) to mark a birth event. Whenever an arrival of β x (t) occurs, put a "δ" symbol at (x, t) in the graphical representation, representing a death event. To define the dual process A T s , we specify a time T and an initial condition A T 0 . An "active path", as defined in [9] , goes up in time and may go through arrows in their direction, but may not cross an "δ" symbol. Let
such that there is a path from (x, T − s) to (y, T )} so that it has the dual property:
For each site in A T s , we go down its timeline. When we encounter a death symbol, we remove the site from the dual process. When we see a birth arrow pointing to the a site in the dual, the site on the other end of the arrow is added into the dual process.
If we run the contact process of animals for all T ≥ 0, we know the behavior of the animals (A t ) for all time. We choose to start the contact process from its upper invariant measure. The birth and death of fleas depend on the position of the animals, so we may now state the graphical representation for the fleas on top of the space-time "set" of the animals.
Recall that B t = {x ∈ Z d |ζ t (x) = 2 or ζ t (x) = 3}. Using the method just discussed, we consider A t is known for all t ≥ 0. We build some Poisson processes for births and deaths of fleas. For all ordered pairs of neighbors (x, y), define a Poisson process γ x,y (t) with rate µ. For all x ∈ Z d , define a Poisson process δ x (t) with rate δ. Naturally let all the Poisson processes be mutually independent, and independent from A t . The process γ x,y (t) corresponds to possible births from x to y, while the process δ x (t) corresponds to possible deaths at x. At each arrival of γ x,y (t), the fleas at x give birth to the site y if animals are present at x, y. At each arrival of δ x (t), the fleas at x die, if there are any.
All these events are recorded by arrows and symbols in Z d ×[0, +∞). Whenever an arrival of γ x,y (t) occurs, we draw an arrow from (x, t) to (y, t) in the graphical representation if x, y ∈ A t , representing the birth of the fleas at y. Whenever an arrival of δ x (t) occurs, we put a star symbol at (x, t) in the graphical representation if x is not occupied by an animal at time t, representing the death of fleas.
We now can determine the state of any site at any time by following "active paths" in the graphical representation. An "active path" goes up in time and may go through arrows in their direction, but is not allowed to cross a star symbol. A site x is occupied by fleas at time t if and only if there is an active path from (y, 0) to (x, t) where y is occupied by fleas in the initial configuration. This leads to the definition of the dual process B 
Duality
To state our duality result, we condition on the contact process of animals. Let E be the σ-field generated by the process A t , t ≥ 0, i.e., the initial configuration and the Poisson processes involving the animals.
When dealing with the dual, we useP U to denote the condition where the contact process starts from its upper invariant measure and we start the dual process of fleas from U.
Proof. By the definition of our dual process, we observe that
Thus,
3 Block construction and proof of Theorem 1
In this section we give a block construction argument which resembles Section I.2 of Liggett's 1999 book [9] . The main result of this section, Theorem 3.5, gives equivalent conditions of survival of the process. 
Proof. For a positive integer k, we let X k (ω) = 1 {B (k,0,...,0) t survives} (ω). {X k } is then a stationary sequence. By Birkhoff's ergodic theorem, 1 n (X 1 + ... + X n ) → E(X 1 |I) a.s., where I is the invariant σ-field. Note an invariant event with respect to {X k } is also an invariant event with respect to {Λ k }, where Λ k = {α x,y , β x , γ x,y , δ x |x = (k, x 2 , ..., x d )}. Since the Λ k are i.i.d., I is trivial by Lévy's zero-one law. Now, 
Proof. First, we see the limit as L → ∞ is P A (|B t | ≥ N). We then suppose we have fleas at N sites at time s. To guarantee that the fleas go extinct, we only need the following set of events: The death of an animal and the death of fleas happen in order at the N sites before any spreading of animal or fleas can occur to or from these sites. Thus the conditional extinction probability of the fleas can be bounded from below by a number which only depends on N. By the martingale convergence theorem, P (|B t | = 0 for some t > 0|F s ) → 1 {|Bt|=0 for some t>0} almost surely as s → +∞, where |B t | is the number of sites with fleas at time t, and F s is the σ-field generated by all the Poisson processes up to time s and the initial condition. Suppose lim sup s→∞ |B s (ω)| < ∞. Then lim inf s→∞ P (|B t | = 0 for some t > 0|F s )(ω) is strictly greater than 0.
It follows that |B t | → ∞ a.s. on {|B t | = 0 for all t > 0}. The result then follows.
and let N(L, T ) be the maximal number of points in a subset F of S(L, T ) with the properties (i) (x, s)
, and let N + (L, T ) be the maximal number of points in a subset F of S + (L, T ) with the same properties.
The next lemma comes from positive correlation.
for any L, T , M and n < L.
Proof. There are 2 d orthants in the space Z d . Let X k be the size of the intersection of L B T and the kth orthant. Now the X k 's are identically distributed, and positively correlated. (See Corollary B18 and Proposition I.2.6 in [9] .)
This proves the first inequality. The second can be proved by similar means.
Proof. As in one of the previous lemmas, we bound the probability of extinction from below conditioned on
For all sites in L B T , we want the death of the animal on the site before any birth of fleas to a neighbor site, and then the death of fleas before any animal births onto this site. For different sites in L B T , these events are mutually independent. For the N(L, T ) space-time points on the side of the space-time box, we want to avoid them giving birth to any neighboring sites in the nontruncated process. The total length of intervals where these sites are occupied by fleas is no more than 2N(L, T ). So the probability that no birth of fleas occurs along these intervals can be bounded from below using N(L, T ). To sum up, the conditional extinction probability can be bounded from below by a number which only depends on k.
Write G = {|B s | = 0 for some s > 0}, and
as j → ∞, where F L j ,T j is the σ-field generated by all the Poisson processes involved in L j B t up to time T j . Now P A (G|F L j ,T j ) is bounded from below on H j . Therefore, {H j i.o.}\G has measure 0. Thus lim sup j→∞ P A (H j ) ≤ P A (G). We then write
The desired result follows.
We are now ready for the main theorem in this section. 
Proof. We have every ingredient for the necessity. The proof is exactly the same as in Liggett [9] . For the sufficiency of the conditions, we are allowed to assume the process starts from a large cube of 3's. That is because an initial configuration with A 0 = B 0 = {0} has a positive probability to fill up [−n, n] d with 3's at time 1. We then follow the proof that the center of a cube of fleas moves in space-time appropriately so that we may compare the block event with an oriented percolation.
The next proposition leads to Theorem 1. Proposition 3.6. In the supercritical case for the animals, for any ε > 0, we may fix a µ < ∞ such that the conditions in Theorem 3.5 are satisfied with some n, L, T .
Proof. In the supercritical case, the space-time conditions of the animals are satisfied. So we write
In the graphical representation, the conditions translate to active paths from (
We have a high probability of finding these paths to all sites in the moved cube ((
at the corresponding time (t + 1 or T + 1). We would like to collect these paths. Say Γ 1 is the collection of paths which allow the event in the first condition to happen, and let Γ 2 be the collection of the paths which allow the event in the second condition to happen. Even when either event does not occur, Γ 1 and Γ 2 are still well defined.
We want to limit the number of jumps on all these paths, so that we know the number of jumps the fleas have to make to percolate through the same paths. The total numbers of jumps in Γ 1 and Γ 2 are finite with probability 1. Take an N > 0 so that the probability that there are more than N jumps in either Γ 1 or Γ 2 is smaller than ε.
We also want to make sure there is enough time for the fleas to give birth. After each jump on the animal paths, if the fleas give birth onto the new born animal before the end of the path and the next jump on the path and the death of a host animal on either end of the jump, they are able to follow the same animal path. Hence, the length of the fore-mentioned period is called the "birth window". The smallest window among all paths in Γ 1 and Γ 2 is positive with probability 1. Let ω > 0 be such that the probability that the smallest window among all paths in Γ 1 and Γ 2 is less than ω, is smaller than ε.
Now with high probability, we have two collections of desired paths of host animals such that we see no more than N jumps in each, and the "birth window" after each jump is at least ω. Thus, we can find a finite µ so that the fleas percolate in space-time through all the paths and cover the corresponding cubes completely with probability no less than 1 − 4ε. Since ε is arbitrary, the conditions for fleas are proven.
The seemingly unpleasant flaw in this proposition is that µ depends on the choice of ε. It may seem at first that it is not enough to show the space-time percolation of fleas for a fixed µ. However, knowledge of the oriented percolation eliminates the need to worry.
Proof of Theorem 1. In Section I.2 of [9] , we see the space-time conditions lead to dominance over oriented percolation. We only need to pick an ε = ε 0 > 0 so small that the conditions dominate a supercritical oriented percolation. Then we obtain a µ = µ(ε 0 ) with which the fleas percolate in space-time with a positive probability.
Complete convergence
Now we are ready to use the block construction to prove the complete convergence result. By the complete convergence of the contact process, we reduce Theorem 2 to the complete convergence of B t , i.e. B U t ⇒ P U (T 2 < ∞)ν + P U (T 2 = ∞)ν, where ν andν are the marginal measures on B t of ν 0 and ν 2 , respectively.
We first need to describe the block construction for the dual process.
Block construction for the dual process
We need to rebuild the graphical representation to provide the block construction result for the dual process. Since the dual goes back in time, we need to be able to extend time to −∞ to follow the same steps in the last section. That is done by Kolmogorov's extension theorem. We used to start the animal contact process at time 0 from its upper invariant measure. Suppose we start from time −1 instead, we still have the same distribution at time 0. We surely can start from further into the "past". In the graphical representation, we consider the "history" of the contact process during the time period [−n, 1 − n) as the n-th dimension in Kolmogorov's extension theorem. Then we have a probability space where we have the graphical representation with the timeline (−∞, +∞).
This modification of the graphical representation allows the dual process to run infinitely long. Thus the notations in Section 3 apply to the dual. Thus, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 hold for the dual process. In the other two lemmas, we need to bound the extinction probability from below. That can be done for the dual as well. Suppose the dual has size N at time t. We see that the dual dies out if for each of the N sites, we encounter an animal birth (since we are going back in time) and a flea death symbol before any other symbols.
Thus, we have the following result. 
A helpful lemma
We use the graphical representation in a slightly different way. We pick a large T > 0, and we run both the process of fleas B t and the dual process B Proof. The proof is done in a few steps. Fix ε > 0.
Step 1. The block constructions provide a comparison with the oriented percolation in two dimensions. Using the notations l n and r n and the results of Section 8 of [3] , we may pick an ε 1 so that the probability that more than 2 3 of the sites between l n and r n can be reached from 0 is > 1 − ε for large n in the model with parameter greater than or equal to 1 − ε 1 .
Step 2. One condition of the block construction is having a cube of occupied sites. Suppose the constants corresponding to a block event probability of 1 − ε 1 are n, L for the fleas andñ,L for the dual. Starting from a nonempty set, there is a positive probability that a cube of size n is occupied by fleas at time 1. If the fleas survive, the probability that we do not see such a cube by time t converges to 0 as t → +∞. It is likewise for the dual. Thus, we may pick t 1 > 0, t 2 > 0 such that the probability that the fleas survive until t 1 without forming a cube of size n and the probability that the dual survive until t 2 without forming a cube of sizeñ are both less than ε. Also, since the sets B, D are finite, the centers of the cubes are more likely to be close to these sets. We may find a number M > 0 such that the probability that at least one of the centers is out of [−M, M] d is less than ε.
Step 3. We run both processes up to − 1; (5) the processes in all the boxes do not meet each other. M is first picked, based on B and D. Then the number of boxes needed in the middle is computed. Thus, we may pick T 0 such that all five situations occur with probability < ε = ε 0 5
. The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2.
We only need to focus on the fleas. 
